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In the context of a relatively unfamiliar tradition, one 
cannot tell with confidence whether a given document is repre- 
sentative or singular. This is what makes especially inter- 
esting the Arabic geometric fragment recently edited by J. P. 
Hogendijk [1981]. Indeed, one might say, if with a bit of 
hyperbole, that documents of this kind have revolutionary im- 
plications for the study of the transmission of Greek geometry 
into Arabic. 
The text in question is an angle-trisection preserved under 
the name of *mad (ibn M&Z) ibn ShZkir, a ninth-century patron 
of mathematical science active in the flourishing circle then 
at Baghdad. His method and others like it (such as the one re- 
ceived under the name of his colleague, ThZbit ibn Qurra) were 
familiar to geometers in the 10th century, notably al-Sijzl. 
As Hogendijk notes, however, the latter was of the opinion that 
the Arabic scholars originated their methods of angle-trisec- 
tion, save perhaps for the "ancient method" which is implied 
in the Archimedean Lemmas [1981, 432 f]. But as comparison 
reveals at once, the methods of *mad and ThZbit are in fact 
identical with that preserved by Pappus in Collection, Book IV 
[1876-1878, 270 ff]. 
We thus have a clear instance where an Arabic document 
produced as a translation from the Greek was subsequently per- 
ceived to be an original contribution due to an Arabic geometer. 
Is this a bizarre exception or, to the contrary, an example of 
a type of misunderstanding which might have occurred with some 
frequency? And if the latter, then with what degree of fre- 
quency? Of course, we cannot address this issue until we gain 
a better grasp of this class of geometric materials, and it 
may well be that too little now survives to actually permit a 
firm determination. Nevertheless, we have real grounds for 
caution. Whenever we come upon a technical treatment securely 
within the compass of Greek methods and format, we must seri- 
ously consider whether that treatment was modeled after a pro- 
totype in Greek, even when no such Greek document is now known. 
For instance, certain other trisections described by Hogendijk 
as "invented by Islamic geometers" [1981, 4191 fall into this 
category: the method of the BanC MCisZ is merely a variant of 
the Archimedean neusis, just as their method of cube-duplication 
but slightly modifies the pseudo-Platonic method reported by 
Eutocius; further, the angle-trisection known under the name 
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of al-Q*: is reminiscent of another of the methods reported by 
Pappus. The same uncertainty applies in other areas, as I have 
discovered in my own studies of the medieval tradition of geo- 
metric mechanics. Certainly more of these materials owe their 
origin to a translating effort than is usually recognized. 
Let us look more closely at the two Arabic methods of tri- 
section discussed by Hogendijk, both having, as just said, a 
provenance in Greek sources. Hogendijk has chosen not to empha- 
size the similarities between the versions of Ahmad and Pappus, 
preferring instead to point out their differences, although he 
does acknowledge that most of these are minor [1981, 420-4231. 
But if the texts are set side by side in parallel translations, 
one sees at once that the Arabic is largely in literal agree- 
ment with the Greek. A striking sign of this is that the two 
versions letter their figures in precisely the same way. This 
degree of conformity is phenomenal, as one soon appreciates 
from a familiarity with the Greek evidence. In the case of 
short texts like this one on the angle-trisection, even where 
the Greek editors presume merely to pass on a received text, 
they commonly alter minor features; the lettering is especially 
susceptible to change. One might compare, for instance, the 
closely similar texts of Archimedes' theorem on the area of 
the circle presented on the one hand by Pappus [Collection Book 
V; 1876-1878, I, 312 ff] and on the other hand by Theon [Com- 
mentary on Ptolemy; 1936, 359 ff], in which the diagrams follow 
quite different letterings. The same pattern marks the many 
texts of Hero's method of cube-duplication: the method of 
proof and, in many cases, the specific wording are the same, 
yet the diagrams vary with some freedom. Thus, when we come 
upon an instance where two fairly elaborate diagrams are let- 
tered exactly the same, as in the case of the angle-trisections 
by Pappus and Ahmad, we are alerted to a close textual affili- 
ation. In this regard, the text of Thzbit is a useful check; 
for it differs from the versions of Pappus and Ahmad both on 
the diagrams and on several points of technical detail. 
What do these parallels signify relative to the Greek tra- 
dition? Here, Hogendijk is surely correct in resisting the 
temptation to hypothesize an Arabic tradition of the Collection; 
and instead he introduces the possibility of a lost Greek pro- 
totype "X" underlying At;mad's text [Hogendijk 1981, 4301. He 
suggests further that instead of X's being an abridgment based 
on Pappus' text (A), both A and X might have derived from an- 
other text Y. This too seems plausible. But he also proposes 
that A resulted from major changes by Pappus on his text of Y, 
while X (and after it, Ahmad's B) retains the essential form Of 
the earlier text. This ;iew , I maintain, does not conform with 
the usual procedures of Pappus and other editors in the later 
Greek tradition. It seems to me far more probable that Pappus' 
text A represents with greater fidelity than does X (B) the 
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basic form of the hypothesized prototype Y, and that X arose 
through an editorial abridgment of some derivative of Y. We 
must of course assume in each case not a single step, but a 
chain of copies, linking Y to A on the one hand, and Y via X 
to B on the other.) 
The most significant difference between A and B is the ab- 
sence from the latter of "analyses" held in the former. To fix 
this point, let us indicate the principal sections of their 
treatments. A formal ordering of the problem consists of (1) 
a preliminary lemma, solving the problem of constructing a 
hyperbola with reference to given lines as asymptotes; (2) the 
main lemma, solving the problem of inclining a line segment of 
given length between two given lines as to pass through a given 
point (this neusis being effected via tonics); and (3) solution 
of the problem of angle-trisection via this neusis. We may de- 
note by "a" the presence of the analysis, and by I's" that of 
the synthesis. Then, Pappus' text A consists in order of 
24s I 3s, la/s, while Ahmad's text B consists first of the mere 
statement of 1 followed'by 2s, 3s. (In both versions, 3s is 
given for the acute case; the right case is then treated speci- 
ally; and the obtuse case is reduced to the preceding as the 
sum of an acute and a right angle.) On the one view, then, 2a 
and la/s would be additions made by Pappus to a source (Y) 
which was essentially the same as the source X for B. But this 
type of editorial change is hardly characteristic of Pappus. 
Far from composing analyses to augment source texts lacking 
them, Pappus eliminates analyses from texts which had them; in 
Collection V, for instance, he writes: "we shall write [or, 
prove] the comparisons of the five [regular] solids having 
equal surface . . . not via the so-called analytic theory through 
which some of the ancients effected the proofs of the cited 
figures, but as prepared by me via the method [lit.: leading] 
in accordance with synthesis for [its] greater clarity and con- 
ciseness" [Pappus 1876-1878, I, 410-4121. Again, a text which 
would dismiss the synthesis as "obvious" [phaneral, after the 
presentation of the analysis, may receive from Pappus the 
sketch of the synthesis [1876-1878, I, 144, 146, 154, 282, 2941. 
In one instance [1876-1878, 284, an alternative method of 
angle-trisection via hyperbola], the "obvious" synthesis is 
omitted. We would thus suppose that the brief sketches pro- 
vided for the other cited passages were supplied by Pappus, 
and this is supported by their generally similar style. Now, 
we have from the earlier geometer Diocles an instance of the 
same sort, where a synthesis is omitted as "obvious" due to 
the presence of the analysis [Toomer 1976, 861. But at this 
very point, the later editor Eutocius, who reproduces Diocles' 
solution in his commentary on Archimedes, steps in and provides 
the entire, very long and elaborate synthesis [Archimedes 1910- 
1915, III, 168-1741. Later in the same work Eutocius presents 
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a synthesis of the hyperbola-construction [Archimedes 1910-1915, 
III, 1761 which is evidently an adaptation of the analysis- 
synthesis version we have called la/s in Pappus' text A (cf. 
my article, cited in the bibliographical note at the end). 
Thus, the commentators Pappus and Eutocius reveal their pref- 
erence for the synthetic mode of presentation, to the extent 
of sometimes eliminating analyses or supplying syntheses where 
absent from the sources. This is precisely how B is related 
to A: the one lacking the analyses present in the other. I 
thus find it most appropriate to suppose that the source X of 
B arose through abridgment of the fuller version, as in A, than 
that A was an amplification of a text like X. 
Texts like B ought to provide valuable insight into the 
state of the geometric tradition in late antiquity. For in- 
stance, in conjunction with C (ThZbit's text, to be discussed 
below) it reveals that Pappus' version of the angle-trisection 
was but one of several alternative texts of this same method 
circulating in the later period. But as to the much earlier 
provenance of these methods, I think the evidence from Arabic 
sources is of restricted use; certainly our first recourse 
here must be to the Greek evidence. Thus, the suggestion that 
B somehow attests to a pre-Apollonian origin of this method 
seems to me quite improbable. My principal reason for doubt 
is the presence of the lemma la/s in Pappus' A. The problem 
solved here is by its very nature impossible before Apollonius: 
for it seeks to determine the Apollonian parameters (diameter 
and latus rectum) of the hyperbola answering to the relation 
XY = constant; by contrast, earlier writers like Diocles, 
Archimedes and Menaechmus accept the latter property as prac- 
tically a defining characteristic of the curve. If, then, 
Pappus' lemma la/s is an organic part of his text on the angle- 
trisection, his source for the whole is to be assigned a dating 
at or after the time of Apollonius. Now, one notes that where 
Pappus elsewhere introduces a conic answering to a specified 
locus condition, he is usually quite content to omit explicit 
reference to the solution of the required locus-problem. For 
instance, in an alternative solution of the angle-trisection 
[Collection, Book IV, p. 2841, the analysis reduces the problem 
to that of a locus specified in terms of the distances from 
given focus and directrix. Pappus merely says, "B [the re- 
quired point] thus lies on a [given] hyperbola." He does not 
even attempt here to specify which hyperbola that would be. 
Although the solution to this problem does in fact appear much 
later in the Collection, at the end of Book VII among his 
lemmas to Euclid's Surface-Loci, one finds at neither place any 
hint of a cross-reference to the other. Further, among his 
lemmas to Conies V in Book VII, Pappus gives the hyperbola-con- 
struction (la/s) again in a version only trivially different 
from the one which accompanies the angle-trisection in Book IV. 
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This indicates that Pappus in each case is transcribing a lemma 
held in his source, not intervening as editor to introduce new 
materials absent from the source. To propose this as a general 
fact about Pappus' use of sources would of course demand a 
careful investigation of the Collection in comparison with 
other texts from the later tradition. But in view even of the 
few instances just cited, one would surely incline away from 
assumptions of Pappus' originality. 
I would thus set Pappus' text A (or rather, its proposed 
prototype Y) sometime after Apollonius. But since the hyperbola- 
construction supplies a result which is necessary for the appli- 
cation of Apollonius' theory of tonics toward the solution of 
geometric problems, I would set it not long after Apollonius, 
and most likely within his generation. The method of trisection 
via the neusis is doubtless older. It is a variant of the 
Archimedean method (cf. [Hogendijk 1981, 419 f]) and is likely 
to have formed the basis of Nicomedes' solution via conchoid. 
I see no reason to suppose, however, that the effecting of its 
neusis via tonics (as in 2a/s) derives from a geometer before 
Apollonius; indeed, the project of substituting neuses for 
alternative "planar" or "solid" constructions, with which it 
is naturally affiliated, seems to have been an important re- 
search interest right at Apollonius' time. 
Turning now to ThZbit, his text C of the angle-trisection 
consists of Is, 2s, 3s. As it differs in substantial respects 
from A and B, one must decide between viewing it as a form of an 
improved edition of B or, alternatively, taking it to be an 
independent translation from yet another Greek variant. For 
in view of the methodological similarity with the other texts, 
the possibility of entirely independent composition is firmly 
excluded. In contrast with Hogendijk [1981, 432; but cf. p. 
437 nl, I take C to be not a recension of B, but rather an 
independent translation of a different text. Since it is not 
possible here to discuss the issue in detail without access to 
the actual document (I am preparing a text in the work cited 
in the note at the end), I will attempt only to offer a general 
notion of the argument with reference to a few details already 
noted by Hogendijk. If C is indeed an adaptation of B, we 
ought to have some signs of actual dependence, as well as in- 
dications that C does in fact improve an inadequacy of B. Con- 
sider ThZbit's phrase, 
"al-qafc 
where he introduces the hyperbola in 2s, 
al-musamma 'iiburbiili" (SC. "the section called 'hy- 
perbola"'); h ow is that in any sense an "improvement" 'over 
the standard term "al-qaf al-za'id" (SC. "the hyperbolic sec- 
tion") adopted in *ad's rendering? But one can readily see it 
to be a literal rendering for the Greek phrase hE; tom5 hg 
kaloumenE hyperbolg, which one finds in ancient authors, in- 
cluding several times in Apollonius' Conies. Now, in ThZbit's 
text C the standard term qacc z2 'id does in fact appear: four 
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times in its opening section 1s. But it happens that this 
entire section is a verbatim transcription of the text of 
Conies II, 4 in accordance with the Arabic version made in the 
ninth century by al-vim@. We must thus take it to be an in- 
sertion into ThSbit's text, whether by the copyist al-Sijzi or 
by an earlier editor. But within ThEibit's section 2s, the 
neusis lemma, we come upon another quotation from the Conies, 
a statement of II, 12 different from the Arabic of al-Firn$i in 
its wording , yet more literally faithful to the Greek than 
al-Himsi is. Doubtless, any number of explanations might be 
proios;?d; but the most natural one is surely that Th%it found 
the statement in Greek in his source on the angle-trisection 
and translated that as literally as he could along with the 
rest. By contrast, if we compare C against B, we find little 
agreement in wording, as indeed Hogendijk observes [1981, 4321. 
For instance, AQmad states the neusis lemma 2s in the form: 
that the inclining line "falling between GD and BG extended (is) 
as the given (line) M," where Th%it writes that "what subtends 
the angle G is equal to the given line I." Note further that 
ThZbit's lettering is different from qad's. Again, Th%it 
fails to recognize that his construction in 3s applies only to 
the acute angle; in this respect his version is markedly infe- 
rior to that of B and A, where the proper distinction among the 
three classes of angles is made. On balance, then, these fea- 
tures of C would be quite odd under the assumption that ThZbit 
is modifying and improving on A$mad's rendering. But such 
variants are quite common within the Greek tradition of mathe- 
matical texts, as mentioned above, so that the discrepancies 
in C are precisely what we would expect under the view that 
ThZbit is translating independently a text related to, but 
different from, that used by Ahmad. 
We have, moreover, a circumstantial case for identifying 
Thait's source: the geometric compilation in three books by 
Menelaus (second century A.D.). For we know that Th;iibit trans- 
lated that whole work and that it contained among other things 
a variant text of Archytas' solution of the cube-duplication. 
It is thus quite possible that Menelaus adapted solutions of 
the angle-trisection also (the two problems are, after all, of 
the same type, as the ancients themselves emphasized) and that 
it was from this translation of Menelaus by ThZbit that the 
Arabic copyist excerpted his version of "Thzbit's angle-tri- 
section." The implied misattribution, one may note, is of the 
same sort which had led others to assign the alternative text 
of this method to *mad. 
These comments merely begin to suggest the intricacies in- 
herent in the project of tracing out the lines of transmission 
of geometry from Greek into Arabic. With further investigations 
of such materials, one may hope to develop in time a credible 
outline, if not a fully detailed account, of this transmission. 
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The principal difficulty is that neither tradition is yet well 
understood. The Arabic documents have been edited only piece- 
meal, while most of what has been written about the Greek tra- 
dition of later antiquity is unhelpful. I perceive that in 
both instances the interpretive effort is obstructed by concern 
over the question of the originality of these writers. To be 
sure, there is nothing original here as far as basic technique 
is concerned; but what of the details of their application, as 
in variant constructions or reformulations of proofs? Although 
T. L. Heath admits that Pappus does not "pretend (...) to great 
originality," he nevertheless concludes that "Pappus stands out 
as an accomplished and versatile mathematician, a worthy repre- 
sentative of the classical Greek geometry" [Heath 1921, II, 3581. 
This statement inevitably assigns to Pappus ultimate responsi- 
bility for the actual texts assembled in the Collection. To 
the contrary, when we fully appreciate that the writers in these 
later traditions are editors and archivists, not "original" 
mathematicians in any sense of the term meaningful to us today, 
then we shall know the better how to exploit their testimony. 
Bibliographical note: A preliminary version of the sub- 
stance of these remarks, as they pertain in particular to 
ThZbit's trisection, was presented to a session of the Collo- 
quium on the History of Mathematics of the Courant Institute 
(NYU) in November 1979. Thanks to David King (NYU), I learned 
of J. P. Hogendijk's presentation, "On the trisection of an 
angle . . . in medieval Islamic geometry" (University of Utrecht, 
Dept. of Math. preprint No. 113, March 1979); although the 
author does not present actual texts or translations of the 
items in his well-documented survey, he does present for com- 
parison the diagrams from Pappus (A) and Ahmad (B), and from 
this I inferred an unusually close textual*agreement as well. 
Subsequently, Hogendijk edited the text from Ahmad, in the 
article which has occasioned the present note. I have included 
the texts from AQmad and Thait, together with related texts 
in Arabic and Greek, as a portion of Part II of a study of the 
ancient tradition of geometric problems, forthcoming with 
Birkhxuser. A discussion of the Greek versions of the hyper- 
bola-construction has appeared [Knorr 19821. A preliminary 
version of findings on the medieval mechanical tradition was 
read by me before a session of the History of Science Society 
during its conference in December 1979. An expanded treatment 
is currently in press as a monograph of the AnnaZi issued by 
the Istituto e Museo di Storia della Scienza in Florence. 
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In an earlier issue of this journal, Daston [1980] dis- 
cussed the role of the "expectation" concept in early proba- 
bility theory. With respect to late-17th-century work, she 
stressed the seminal influence of Huygens' De ratiociniis in 
aleae ludo [1657]. No explicit indication was given of the 
contribution of Pascal and Fermat to the development of expec- 
tation-based concepts and methods, though in a later paper con- 
cerned mainly with the 18th and 19th centuries, Daston sug.- 
gested that "Pascal, Fermat, and Huygens . . . took the legal 
notion of equal expectation, rather than probability per se, 
as their point of departure" [Daston 1981, 2881. I should 
like to complement Daston's interpretation of the 1650s by 
pointing out and briefly commenting on three recent accounts 
[Hacking 1975, Chap. 11; Freudenthal 1980; Edwards 19821 which 
throw some light on the contributions made by Huygens, Pascal 
and Fermat to the emerging concept of "mathematical expecta- 
tion." 
In Chapter 11 of The Emergence of Probability, Hacking 
[1975] discussed in detail Huygens' use of the "expectation" 
concept in De ratiociniis in aleae ludo. Huygens' approach to 
deriving and proving rules of chance was squarely based on the 
notion of a fair bet or fair lottery, as also noted by Daston 
[1980, 2391. Hacking [1975, 951 pointed out further that 
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